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1. Executive summary
In order to prioritize the 12 opportunities of Gelderland we applied the ITIA Methodology with the
Criteria Tree, that was agreed upon in the steering committee in Arnhem. After a general instruction
session, the stakeholders individually ranked the opportunities by sector and overall. After collecting
the individual scores and summarizing the overall results we noticed a broad variety in scores and
results within sector. It turned out that stakeholders had difficulties how to interpret and apply the
range of selection criteria in the ITIA methodology. There upon we decided to restructure and
somehow simplify the process of ranking, but within the framework of ITIA Methodology. This
resulted in a slightly moderated and more practical ranking procedure for all opportunities and by
sector. As a result stakeholders were able to attribute the appropriate weights to the different
selection criteria. In de end there was a great deal of consensus about the overall results of the
selection process. For all opportunities together the main priority was Technological Innovation
(Textile). When we rank by sector the main priority opportunity for all (crossover) sectors is Emission
Trading. For Textile the main priority is Technological Innovation, for Building it is Energy positive
buildings and for Biomass it is Local Cultivation. These opportunities will be further investigated and
analysed as part of the action plan of Gelderland.

2. Prioritization
In our tool we identified 12 opportunities for our sectors Biomass, Textile, Building and crossovers.
CROSSOVER OPPORTUNITIES

Emission Trading

Smarter producing to get CO2 reduction

Communication

The 'customer' needs to be more aware of their power to change the
way companies produce their products.

Tax reduction

For sectors and companies who are willing to change the way they
work tax reduction is needed to make that possible

Launching customer

The province needs to become the launching customer for the
changes that are needed in the sectors.

Databank for using
waste material

Waste material become ingredients. A databank which connects companies
who have waste materials and companies who are looking for ingrediends

Demanding % waste
material in new
products

The government can demand that % for new products come from
waste material

TEXTILE
Technological
innovation

Mechanical and Chemical innovation

Young start-ups

New young start-ups are aware of the need for working circular. They are
the new economy and realise that a change is needed.

Demand instead of
supply input

Try to think more from the demand way then only from the supply way. If
the buyers say they only want circular textile the suppliers have to change
the way they produce/work.

BUILDING
Energy positive
buildings

Built energy positive buildings, who can support their own energy needs

Urban mining

Re-use of build material when demolishing buildings for new building
projects. Example: company New Horizon

BIOMASS

Local Cultivation

Instead of importing wood pulp the cultivation of regional miscanthus,
grasses and hemp for different kinds of sectors/(chemical) industry

To prioritise the opportunities we chose to work with the Methodology with the Criteria Tree,
like is was decided in the Steering Committee in Arnhem on June 15th 2018.
After the steering committee we organised a stakeholder meeting on October 3th 2018. In the
meeting we explained the process of the criteria tree and the methodology that was decided in
the steering committee in Arnhem. For information about our stakeholders, see below.

How we used the Criteria tree
In the stakeholders meeting of October 3th we presented the mythology by the power point
presentation from lead partner Lombardia.

3.

The Stakeholders

On 3th October we discussed the methodology and Criteria Tree with our stakeholders.
Stakeholders discussed criteria in level 1,2 and 3. They put forward further suggestions how to
complete the initial set of criteria .

1. Level 1
Strategic
The criteria ‘Strategic’ should not be on the same level as the other criteria. Strategy
should run vertical and horizontal through this level;
It’s probably better to speak about “regional impact’
2. Level 2
Strategic
For level 2 stakeholders miss a ‘helicopter view’ on strategy
For ‘Ecosystem by regional development’ they suggested to use ‘the contribution to
The law binding framework must been seen in the relation to the policy making
framework
Economic
There are only a few categories, we suggest to add the categories:
continuity
demand site instead of only the supply site
Social
Stakeholders suggest to add the categories:
how to deal globally with human relations/working conditions (fair trade)
how to deal globally with fair pay of wages
impact of the civilian awareness
Environment
Stakeholders suggest to add the categories:
reuse
ecosystem/biodiversity

The stakeholders did not fully comprehend the ITIA decision framework. How should the
criteria by interpreted in a way that all stakeholders judge on the same assumptions and
conditions? There was a general believe it was too difficult to work with the given criteria
figures, especially the 1/x figures. With the help from the lead partner and extra
information we were able to complete the choices. The stakeholders then send us the
revised version of AHP’s level 1,2 and 3.

How we got the final priority ranking
After our stakeholders filled in the excel with the tree-criteria we combined them and send
them to our lead partner Lombardia. With this input data the lead partner was able to
calculate the final weights needed for ranking the opportunities. With this weights
Gelderland stakeholders were asked to complete the prioritization tool so that a final
ranking could be drawn. In order to facilitate and speed up this process we decided to
make a small adjustment in the decision making process. We gave the stakeholders the
opportunity to motivate their judgement not only by their notes but also on quality
aspects. That gave us a better understanding of the ranking and potential of the proposed
opportunities

4. Opportunities ranking
The final ranking is divided in two rankings, one for all 12 opportunities and one for each
sector.
1.
Ranking of all the 12 opportunities.
Off all the opportunities the main priority is Technological Innovation (Textile), followed by
Energy positive buildings (Building), Demand instead of supply input (crossover all sectors)
and Urban mining (Building)
All opportunities:

2. Ranking opportunities by sector
When we rank by sector the main priority opportunity for all crossover sectors is Emission Trading.
For Textile the main priority is Technological Innovation, for Building it is Energy positive buildings and for
Biomass it is Local Cultivation.

ANNEX 1.
The final results in the excel file.

ANNEX 2.
The results by the criteria tree of the mythology. These results were not chosen because the averages were
too different for a good result.
In this two excel files you see that one stakeholder gave numbers 1 – 3, but another stakeholder gave
numbers form 7 – 10. That had a too much weight on the final results.
Stakeholder 1 gave numbers from 1 -3

Stakeholder 2 gave numbers form 7 – 10.

We tried to get a good result by deleting the numbers of these stakeholders, but then we only got numbers
from 4 stakeholders (see below), but after consulting our stakeholders we decided this was not a
representative result of all partners.
We decided then not to use the methodology but to choose another way of ranking, see annex 1.

The results after deleting the numbers from the stakeholders with the absolut lowest and highest average
numbers.

